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He refused to take chloroform, and I took his leg off above the knee without any 
anaesthetic. He never said a word, and went on smoking his cigarette all the time. 
When the captain came round with his notebook afterwards to take down the name, 
age, and regiment of each wounded man, my patient answered all the questions 
quietly and unconcernedly while I was stitching up the flap of skin over the stump.
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Maudlin to address the dead,
especially unintroduced,
but even so, Charles Ryan,
I have the urge to do so,
Melbourne surgeon, later Sir, 
but ‘Charlie’ to your friends.
Also known as ‘Plevna’ Ryan
but that can wait till later.

Your dates are 1853
to 1926,
a life as long as mine is now
or was when I began.
Why have we no biography,
three hundred pages, dense with footnotes,
boasting your achievements?
That book would praise the patients saved,
one of them Ned Kelly, 
and lift you just a little from 
the spreading silence that begins 
when all who’ve known us have in turn
succumbed to their extinction.

Your book in 1897,
assisted by your friend, John Sandes,
leaves a vivid whiff
but covers two years only.
Those stiffened, glass-protected birds
that sometimes spooked your patients
are no less silent now; 
most probably in landfill somewhere.
The sounds of upper Collins Street
around your century’s turn,
the clip-clop on macadam,
the hurrying of ladies’ heels
and grind of cable trams
have not survived in sepia.
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Those corpses at Gallipoli
(that both sides paused nine hours to bury
and you to photograph)
are just a little closer.

The Russian guns though back at Plevna 
were each day rich with stench and colour.
Two chapters of a daughter’s memoir
sedately offer more.
The minutes from those Melbourne meetings
do not supply what we require.
Your laughter would not fit inside 
their curlicues of longhand.
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It struck the lattice of a window, and at once exploded. When I rushed in, the ward 
was full of dust and smoke, out of which came terrible screams and cries. Four of the 
patients had been killed on the spot, and seven others had been horribly wounded.
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1853,
September 20, war
in the Crimea poised
and you are born on Killeen station,
a cottage done in pisé
not too far from Longwood in
Her Majesty’s Victoria.

Your father, Charles, an Irishman,
an overlander down from Sydney;
your mother, Marian, a Cotton,
family with English substance.
The details though elude us:
the towels, the heated water,
and who the midwife was.

Within a year or so your father,
deciding to give up his lease, 
re-locates to Brighton with
a view out on the bay and starts
his stock-and-station business,
more viable from Melbourne.
Later, you grow up in Richmond
and, later still, Mount Macedon.
Your father’s vast, obsessive garden 
runs to more than twenty acres
with foreign trees and eucalypts
and shrubs from round the world —
until the 1890s ‘bust’
forces him to sell.

We read about your sister, Ellis —
the future Mrs Ellis Rowan,
traveller and wild flower painter.
Melbourne in the 1860s
is swelling from the goldfields still
and pastoral supplies are needed. 
Ergo: Ryan & Hammond.
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Enough to pay for Melbourne Grammar,
just a youthful school back then,
where, plainly, you apply yourself
and aren’t without some humour.
There’d be a photo of your classmates
that I have not yet seen.
Your father works — and dreams a bit.
Your mother reins him in.
Your wife would do the same for you.
Your daughter, much much later, 
calls her grandma ‘firm and fierce’. 
Unfair perhaps but just.
A hierarchy of siblings
proliferates around you.
One sister weds an admiral
and vanishes to England. 

Who knows where the surgeon comes from?
Likewise, your love for birds? 
Your knowledge of photography?
Its lenses and its fixers
supply a sort of clue.
Altruism plays a part
but not, I think, noblesse oblige.
The colony’s too young for that.

Already at the Grammar 
the scions of the Western District
are more or less content 
to work their not-long-stolen acres
and watch the price of wool.
We know you’re wanting more than this 
but, even so, the Med School 
must surely be a shock;
the way a scalpel slices in
to spill things on a slab
and how a ribcage may be sawn
to offer up its thoughts.
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I doubt though you are one of those
who, first day in Anatomy,
step outside to vomit. 
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Those black cattle, however, that are found along the banks of the Danube are 
almost amphibious and they take to the water like dogs. As soon as the front files 
had taken to the water the others followed them readily, and the Circassians followed 
in the boats, rounding up the stragglers with their whips, and towing their horses, re-
equipped with the pigskin lifebelts, behind them. So in darkness and rain, across the 
hurrying flood of the Danube they brought four hundred head of Roumanian cattle, 
and left behind them two dead sentries lying with their faces turned towards the sky. 


